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Abstract: Scientific advances at the turn of the new millennium brought radical new
insights into just how microbial our world is and the extent to which microbes
influence our lives: from notions of the body (human microbiome); to their distribution
in our living spaces (microbiome of the built environment); playing an integral role in
ecosystems services in our cities (urban microbiome) and are fundamental to
biogeochemical cycles—our world is irreducibly microbial. This paper asks what it
means to dwell and design in such times and proposes an ethics for biodesign: which
employs the insights and tools of the biotechnological age to generate new,
ecologically beneficial forms of design, where microbes are the new “workhorses.”
Exemplified in the Living Architecture, ALICE, and IM-CITY projects—these biodesign
case studies explore how working with microbes can help us develop an ethics of care
that contributes significantly to the (re)enlivening of the world by establishing a culture
of life—based on mutual thriving.
Keywords: microbes; ethics; biodesign; culture of life

1. World of microbes
The collective name given to diverse single-cellular organisms (bacteria, archaea, protists,
fungi, viruses) is “microbes.” On average, microbes are around one micrometre in size,
which is so tiny they cannot be seen individually with the naked eye. Viruses are even
smaller, typically about a tenth of that size. Microbes are not always invisible, when they
swarm together in vast communities, like—algae blooms, slime moulds, dental plaque, thick
biofilms down the u-bend of the sink—they are highly visible, generally prompting disgust.
It is hard to positively relate to a microbe. An incredible amount of mediation already shapes
our relationship with and expectations of microbes, from visualisation tools (microscopes,
metagenomics) to the values we associate with their presence (dirt, infection,
contamination), so that before we even encounter them, we have already judged them
negatively. Presently, our view of microbes today is significantly framed by two main factors:
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0
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i) the present pandemic, demonstrating the power of infectious disease to destroy lives, shut
down societies and ravage economies; and ii) the Reign of Hygiene: which depicts the
microbial realm as an invisible enemy that we must use all our knowledge to wage a war of
sterility upon. Important truths inform these narratives: i) RNA viruses are the fastest
mutating agents on earth; and ii) infectious diseases were responsible for a third of all
deaths at the start of the twentieth century—however, these truths are deeply complicated
by our own habits and preferences. For example, incursions into wildernesses in the name of
human development in combination with animal welfare abuses stoke the fires of zoonoses;
and the all-out microbial “arms race” also causes us harm through antibiotic resistance and
planetary-scale ecocide.
At the turn of the third millennium scientific advances launched a new field of
“metagenomics” that enabled us to “see” the microbes around us in new ways. Ecosystems
of microbes inhabit our bodies and living spaces (human microbiome), where around fifty
percent by number of our own body cells are bacterial (Sender, Fuchs & Milo, 2016). Not just
our bodies but also the environments we inhabit (microbiome of the built environment) )—
the sum diverse microbial communities that occupy buildings (Kembel et al., 2012), are also
made up of these microbiomes, which intersect with the microbial communities in the city
(urban microbiome) (King, 2014)—the sum diverse microbial communities that inhabit a city
that perform ecosystems services at little, or no resource cost (Bell et al, 2005; Balvanera et
al., 2006; Fenchel et al, 2012). Possessing a spatial and material dimension these
microbiomes—the aggregate of all microbiota that reside in a territory—have
environmental, material (surfaces) and societal significance, which has been heightened and
deeply complicated by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic (Armstrong, 2022). Appreciating the
seismic shift in design-thinking needed to establish modes of working with tiny, lively agents,
this paper discusses novel applications in design-led research in the field of biodesign (Myers
& Antonelli, 2012; Armstrong, 2018) that engage microbes at multiple scales ranging from
the cellular, to ecosystemic. Viewed as organic factories their innovative applications can
mediate the relationship between matter, body, and space (Karana, Barati & Giaccardi,
2020), with far-reaching architectural and design implications on the way space is
constructed and choreographed. How these relationships are discussed, represented,
composed, and configured through design discourses (Wakkary, 2021: Ingold, 2003), as well
as their intersections with science, the public domain (Timmis et al., 2019; Hird, 2009) and
even the national domain (Fischel, 2017), is of vital importance for our imaginaries (Tsing et
al. 2017) the design process, and how to care for these interventions appropriately
(Bellacasa, 2019; Tsing, 2015; Bennett, 2010; Braidotti, 2006; Barad, 2003; Tronto, 1993).
Providing an alternative view of microbes than typified by the sterile Reign of Hygiene (Lahiji
& Friedman, 1997), I will follow a parallel narrative that emerged at the same time
championed by Sergei Winogradsky, which positioned microbes—not as enemies—but
world-makers (Margulis, 1971; 1998), which requires a reconfiguration of their relationship
to us.
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“What is a bacterium to us except a synthesis of the various ways in which we
experience it?” (Woese, 2013, p13)

2. In the Beginning
Around 4.4 billion years ago the molten rock of earth began to cool and form a crust. Clouds
of water vapour condensed upon it to form the hydrosphere, which became our oceans
where sediments settled. The atmosphere was incredibly hot, scorched by ultraviolet
radiation and composed of reducing gases: carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, and
hydrogen, with traces of methane, ammonia, and hydrogen sulphide. The Last Universal
Common Ancestor formed around 4 billion years ago, as the first knots of biochemistry
established the first metabolic pathways in lightless spaces, incorporating environmental
chemical synthesis into their metabolism and around 3.7 billion years ago, evidence of
microbial life appeared in layers of sediment laid down by stromatolites—sedimentary
formations that are created by photosynthetic cyanobacteria. Around 3.5 billion years ago,
our two types of microbial ancestors evolved.
The first are the Archaea, which look exactly like bacteria, but their genes resemble those of
eukaryotes—that’s “us.” Embracing their hellish landscape, archaea are extremophiles and
contain many mysteries, as almost none of them have been cultured in the laboratory. In
evolutionary terms, archaea have provided the chassis and toolset for advanced lifeforms
and are a natural part of the microbiota of most—if not all—humans and other animals. This
may explain why there are no known archaeal pathogens, as fundamentally, their cellular
activities are aligned with our own.
The second are Eubacteria, which are by far the most metabolically diverse, numerous and
versatile group of organisms on the planet. Like Archaea, these single-celled organisms have
no formal nucleus and are morphologically simple existing in characteristic forms, namely
rods (bacilli), spheres (cocci) and spirals (spirilli), with extremely robust genes and molecular
parts. Their hunger for sources of electrons has produced many different metabolisms from
this versatile toolkit, using myriad chemical structures, cycles, and networks, which
ultimately led to the oxidisation of their surroundings during the Archean eon, when ancient
anaerobic cyanobacteria, or blue-green algae, used photosynthesis to turn carbon dioxide
into carbohydrates and oxygen using sunshine and water. Relying on sulphate for their
energy needs, they proliferated in vast communities on the surface of stromatolites in shallow
seawater, where they produced so much waste oxygen that around 2.45 billion years ago, green
iron salts in the ancient soils oxidised into red compounds marking the Great Oxidation
Event (GOE). Transforming the oxygen-free atmosphere into one that contained a small
percentage of oxygen this incredible change in chemistry held for another 1.5 billion years,
before a second leap in oxygen occurred, around 700 million years ago. The net effect was to
promote widespread oxygenic photosynthesis as a selective evolutionary pressure that
favoured oxygen breathing organisms and, ultimately, enabled multicellular life.
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The world-making superpowers of bacteria, however, come at the expense of structural
complexity, so they have learned to form highly organised colonies, or biofilms, which are
complex formations that can be likened to human cities. These “origins of sociable life”
(Hird, 2009) take place within soft carbohydrate scaffoldings, where microbial communities
forge loose chemical associations so they can communicate with each other in surprisingly
sophisticated ways—and even coordinate their behaviour to act like a single, complex
organism. Unlike Archaea, bacteria are not universally harmless, and most are fundamental
opportunists with a capacity to turn almost any given bio/chemical situation to their
advantage.
Between 1.7 and 2 billion years ago (Koonin, 2015) an alphaproteobacteria (Eme et al., 2014)
miraculously survived being consumed by its archaeal predator and went on to thrive in its
guts empowering its host to grow bigger and contain increasingly large amounts of DNA
(Rivera and Lake, 2004; Martin & Koonin, 2006). Thus, the Last Eukaryote Common Ancestor
(LECA) was born. These first eukaryotes acquired their novelty and diversity through
endosymbiosis as microbes continued to evolve by swallowing and partially digesting each
other (Haraway, 2015). Dating back to this origin of Eukarya, bacterial symbioses (defined in
the broadest sense) have since evolved diverse mechanisms to gain entry and proliferate in
the tissues and cells of multicellular eukaryotes and can intimately integrate their
metabolisms with any set of conditions. This enfolding and re-packaging of
endosymbiotically-generated cells has resulted in Eukarya’s fundamental organisational
complexity that is characterised by: i) a nucleus bounded by membranes where well-defined
chromosomes carrying heritable material are located; and ii) other distinctive organelles
such as mitochondria, chloroplasts, cytoskeletons, Golgi bodies and lysosomes (Koonin,
2010).
With their propensity to form advanced, multicellular organisms these complex cells
competed with the microbial realm for resources, establishing a new macrocellular era
(Sechbach & Oren, 2010, pix), ending the exclusive reign of microbes. The implications of this
Symbiogenetic event for human identity of the primordial endosymbiotic event are
profound: neither hominid, nor notochordal, we are evolved from nested assemblages of
ancient prokaryotes. Microbes are “us.” Like many family members they have individual
names, distinctive characteristics and their lives are rich, and often complex lives, which
makes them relatable. Most microbes perform actions that are generally beneficial to their
environment, while a few—less than 1% of all microbes—are destructive (pathogenic) and
must be dealt with more tactically and sternly.
The importance of establishing an ethics for working with microbes cannot be overstated as
it helps us establish meaningful relationships with our microbial neighbours by shaping our
imaginaries, asserting our values, informing our decisions, developing our concepts, and
challenging our assumptions (Clark & Hird, 2018). Indeed, an appropriate microbial ethics
creates the foundation for new rituals of living that are concordant with a culture of life—the
persistent overall enlivening and invigoration of the world that typifies the sum actions of
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microbes in deep time. While microbes have experienced many disputes over the aeons, the
net effect of their contributions to the living world serve to promote its overall liveability,
fertility, and diversity—not just for other microbes—but for all participants.

3. The human microbiome
“We are all of us walking communities of bacteria. The world shimmers, a pointillist
landscape made of tiny living beings.” (Margulis & Sagan, 1986, p191)

Our relationship with microbes is not merely an ancestral story but continues into the
present, where around 50% by number of our own body cells are bacterial. Our present
understanding of this Human Microbiome is primarily salutary, where the microbes in our
guts and skin play a significant role in our welfare. In these transactional spaces, microbial
activity: influences our moods; helps with digestion; forms a first-line immune system, and
releases microbial “goods” like essential vitamins, which we cannot make ourselves
(Dominguez-Bello et al., 2018). There is no point thinking that we can do without these
microbial colonies, as they are critical for our health. This relationship is complicated,
however, as not all members are benevolent and when they become dysfunctional, they are
responsible for switching on a wide range of diseases including cancer, cardio-metabolic
diseases, allergies, and obesity (Hadrich, 2018). The existence of the Human Microbiome
means that we are no longer “pure” human bodies, but “bodies-as-ecosystems,” providing
an expanded notion of “self” (Armstrong, 2022) and new reference framework for
identification—the Human Holobiont (Fischel, 2017). Caution is needed however, in
assuming that all actors within the holobiont are either neutral, or prioritise human needs,
as it is a transactional system that depends on how well the constituent agents live together
and is not predicated on the privileging of any specific entity—human, or non-human.
If microbes are our ancestors, and are also part of “us,” then we must decide what kind of
relationship we should have with them.

4. Biodesign for a culture of life
Using the substrate of “life,” biodesign raises important ethical concerns as if living agents
are to perform properly, then they must be appropriately supported. This invites designers
to step inside the skin of the entities they are designing with as living beings and adopt a
more-than-human perspective, decentring their human contribution in the process. This is
not devaluing a person but giving equal attention and status to the nonhuman agents in the
design process. Altering the status of the design “substrate” means that design protocols,
which are typically modelled on an exploitative industrial approach, must change accordingly
and an appropriate design process implemented.
I will now discuss three case studies involving microbes (Living Architecture, Active Living
Infrastructure: Controlled Environment (ALICE); the Immunological City (IM-CITY)), each of
which invites further reflection on the ethical concerns and approaches that comprise an
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approach for acknowledging, making space for, relating to, and working with microbes, the
collective outputs of which, culminate in a culture of life.

5. Living Architecture
Microbes provide unique challenges for design through their innate livingness (Karana,
Barati & Giaccardi, 2020, p37) with real agency and dynamc interactional possibilities
(informatic, biological, chemical) that are environmentally responsive (physical conditions,
contexts, interactions) and raise complex design challenges in relation to how they should be
approached and engaged. To explore the details of such transactions the Living Architecture
project (2016-2019) developed a biological computer, where different microbial
communities were in dynamic environmental ‘conversation’ with each other and humans
through the exchange of excrements (Armstrong et al. 2017). Taking the form of a
freestanding, next-generation, selectively programmable bioreactor, the design process
firstly recognised the living agency and transformational capacity of microbes that were then
specifically housed in unique environments (microbial fuel cell, algae bioreactor, and
genetically modified processor), which, in human terms, acted as standardised building
segments—or bricks. Cultivated by the design of their “homes” in technologically enabled
hollows, microbial populations were invited to perform different sets of tasks. The
“programming” of these interactions could only be achieved by establishing the conditions
for microbial thriving and spatially sequencing the populations, so they were engaged in a
transactional economy of biomolecules (a metabolism that spanned the constituent
microbial populations). With the appropriate inputs and protocols of care (feeding, warming,
technical maintenance of the apparatus) the system could function as a metabolic app,
capable of materially computing, and processing, different sets of substances depending on
the nutrient input which came from household waste (greywater, urine).
While the photobioreactor created an environment for photosynthetic microbes to turn light
energy into biomass in the presence of carbon dioxide, and the genetically modified
bioprocessor enabled microbes to invent new extended metabolisms that spanned different
species, I will focus on the details of the transactions of the microbial fuel cell, which
harvests bioelectricity, since it concurrently functions as a metabolic currency, source of
energy and form of data. Consisting of an anode, selective membrane, and cathode the
microbial fuel cell is an environment that captures electrons from the bioelectrical activity of
a biofilm to provide small amounts of useable electricity, which underpin biological
transactions and can be thought of as an embodied microbial “brain” that processes
biochemical information from nutrient streams that pass into its stomach1 and pass through
its “gut wall.”2 During this process, the fuel cell cleans water and produces other
metabolites. The waste products of these microbial transactions are electrons, or quantum
excreta, that self-power the system and are captured by conductive wires, which both
The microbial fuel cell “stomach” equates with the anode.
The microbial fuel cell “gut wall” equates with the carbon fibre, or ceramic semi permeable membrane that separates the
anode from the cathode.

1
2
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power and are optimised by an artificial intelligence made visible through the activity of
electronic devices e.g., a weather station (see Figure 1).
From a human perspective, the whole process results in various forms of housework that
mitigate the negative environmental impacts of human occupancy by removing pollutants,
providing electricity, making biomolecules, and recovering water in exchange for household
waste. The contents of the microbially-powered “bricks” can be modulated by human
interactions that take place across electrical, physical, and chemical interfaces to establish a
kind of interspecies metabolic trading system and generating an interdependent quality of
living between human and microbes. Implicit in these entangled relationships, the
microbiota of human inhabitants is inevitably incorporated into the nutrient waste streams
to become part of the holistically operating, “living” system and complicating notions of
individualised bodies. Rendering obsolete instrumental practices, microbes housed in the
apparatus are not enslaved by human design but rather, establish themselves within various
bioreactor types to make kin and community in microbial consortia and biofilms. Inhabited
through rituals of daily life and care for things, Living Architecture not only “computes” the
material flows within a household but also provides an apparatus that exemplifies
alternative paradigms for domestic economies, with the potential to bring about integrated,
systemic change in the material impacts of human inhabitation capable of contributing to
planetary enlivening—where through our relation with microbes, human activities of daily
living are transformed into world-making actions. When, through habituation, the overall
performance and well-being of the constituents cannot be meaningfully separated out from
each other, then Living Architecture acquires the status of holobiont (Gordon et al. 2013).
Since the overall apparatus was imagined as a new infrastructure for circular living and
thereby imagined as integral to our homes, the social acceptability of the technology was
considered by developing various “brick” prototypes for discussion through their exhibition
at biennales and international exhibitions. The first prototype was a simple hack of a brick,
turning it into a microbial fuel cell, which brought together structure and process and was
displayed at the Building Centre in London (2018), as well as during the Venice Architecture
Biennale (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Living brick technological prototypes: Vernacular Venetian bricks have been machined to form
microbial fuel chambers within the structure, which can produce sufficient power to operate digital
thermometer displays. Photograph courtesy of the Bristol BioEnergy Centre, University of the West
of England, Living Architecture Consortium, 2016.

Even more complex structures were also developed that could simultaneously host
photosynthetic and anaerobic organisms, enabling them to exchange metabolites with each
other, which were displayed at the 4th Tallinn Architecture Biennale (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Living brick metabolic prototypes: Structurally supported by glass rods, the interlocking bricks host
a dual metabolism harbouring photosynthetic organisms in the outer chamber and anaerobic
electricity-producing microbes within a series of ceramic rods. Photograph courtesy of Simone
Ferracina, Newcastle University, Living Architecture Consortium, 2016.
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Since the final wall used synthetic organisms, which reclaimed 100% of the phosphate
introduced in the system, the full Living Architecture project was only explored in a
laboratory rather than a social context according to the legal requirements of health and
safety protocols (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Living Architecture “wall” of “living bricks”, courtesy of the Living Architecture project 2019.

A version of Living Architecture using wild-type, or genetically unmodified, microbes within a
prototype wall system was, however, developed for public engagement entitled 999 years
13sqm (the future belongs to ghosts) and exhibited at the “Is this tomorrow exhibition” at
the Whitechapel Gallery, in collaboration with artist Cecile B Evans (Whitechapel Gallery,
2019; Bevan, 2019). Taking the form of a future apartment space, the installation housed a
screen-based system powered by natural anaerobic biofilms within an array of “living
bricks,” which proposed how the microbial infrastructure might be situated within a home
environment at a time when humanity is facing new challenges posed by big data,
bioengineering and climate change (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Developmental design work for 999 years, 13 sqm (the future belongs to ghosts) by Cecile B. Evans
and Rachel Armstrong, drawings and models by Simone Ferracina & Pierangelo Scravaglieri,
courtesy of Rachel Armstrong, 2019.

Comprising a post human “household” powered by microbes, the space was inhabited by
digital “ghosts” (through the metabolic flow of electrons from the microbes to the
apparatus, which were fed once weekly by a special nutrient solution and “pooped”
simultaneously) of the past, present and future, as the only implied traces of human life (see
Figure 5).

Figure 5. 999 years, 13 sqm (the future belongs to ghosts) by Cecile B. Evans and Rachel Armstrong,
photograph courtesy of Rolf Hughes, 2019.
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While Living Architecture’s microbiological, engineering, and scientific infrastructures
established the proof-of-principle to meet the funding requirements of the project (i.e.
where microbial communities could form a circular utilities system for domestic spaces), the
apparatus could not have functioned without careful ethical considerations regarding the
nature of the transactions afforded by the system which included: recognising the agency of
microbes, constructing spaces that promoted their well-being, designing an “economic”
system of nutrient waste that established the basis for the exchange of materials and
nutrients between human and microbes, ensuring that the needs of the microbes were met
and thereby sustained for the lifetime of the occupant—and perhaps beyond, as in 999
years, 13 sqm (the future belongs to ghosts), and establishing a platform for the principles
underpinning the beginnings of a consciously designed co-habitation between humans and
microbes.

5. Active Living Infrastructure: Controlled Environment (ALICE)
The unique characteristics of living materials raise fundamental questions in the design
process (Giaccardi & Candy 2009), most especially when the agency of these systems is
recognised and engaged. To evade the tyranny of Anthropocentrism typified by forms of
top-down design protocols, an expanded vocabulary is needed to negotiate the space
between microbe and human. Fed by electrons produced by microbial fuel cells, the digital
realm is ideally positioned as platform for interrogating how physical materials come into
relation (Wiberg 2013) in (metabolic) conversation with microbes, including their
computational properties (Vallgårda and Sokoler, 2010), and how these unique expressions
can be elicited through digital experiences (Bergström et al., 2011; Löwgren, 2006) to
establish formal transactions as the basis for interspecies communication.
While Living Architecture establishes a metabolic economy for transactions between
humans and microbes, the Active Living Infrastructure: Controlled Environment (ALICE)
prototype (2019-2021), establishes foundations for collaboration with microbes. Using
electrons produced by the anaerobic biofilm of microbial fuel cells as “data,” a direct link
between bacterial metabolism and electronic systems able to interpret and visualise this
data is formed. Possessing a very particular kind of environmental intelligence, bacterial data
can reveal a great deal about the character of a place, where a technologised approach can
generate a relatable communications interface. Typically, microbial activity is deciphered
using the tools of biochemistry but in human terms, the interpretation of this process is
quite slow as the patterns emerge according to the laws of diffusion. Tapping into the much
faster electron flows within biofilms, however, provides a direct way of understanding the
behaviour of a microbial population at any given moment through its active metabolism (c.f.
derived metabolites as in bio/chemical analysis) and, depending on the sensitivity of
electrodes, creates the possibility of developing a communications platform between human
and microbe that is temporally aligned. Using electrical activity from the biofilm as both a
source of power and data, microbial actions are translated by software into animations that
convey the overall status of the biofilm in relatable terms at any given time (see Figure 6).
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The language here is designed by data artist Julie Freeman from Translating Nature into
notations of microbial activity in ways that intersect with the capabilities of the digital
platform.

Figure 6. ALICE screenshot showing “Mobes” responding to nutrient streams in the ALICE Microbial Fuel Cell
Hardware, courtesy the ALICE project, 2020.

Through microbial notations, audience can, therefore, respond to the real-time microbial
behaviour—not by looking at unpleasant “slime” (the natural “face” of microbial colonies)—
but by interacting with artistic expressions of data on a familiar screen-based interface.
Participants could play with resident microbes through data and performance in an
exploratory exchange—as if they were a pot plant, or even a pet. This world of “Mobes”—a
characterful term coined by Freeman for the data-based representations of microbes—
offers a simple, probiotic approach to interspecies communication within the highly situated
realm of microbes in a relatable manner that could even become part of our everyday
routines. Being in conversation—rather than “exploiting” microbes—means we may start to
learn-along-with them through their ability to generate clear and direct signals and data that
relate to shared concerns, like transforming waste streams into household resources based
on new value systems that—through the principles of a microbial ethics, which enables the
development of formal transactions and a possible language for interspecies
communication—invite different kinds of (house)work and domestic routines for our living
spaces.

6. Immunological City (IM-CITY)
The difficulties of living together as different bodies, agencies and at multiple scales of order
which is posed by the development of a microbial ethics for design practice is encapsulated
in the science, political and social studies of immunology. Providing a framework for
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interrogating the inter- and intra- actions (Barad, 2007) between living materialities as
spatialised assemblages of actors, meaningful co-inhabitation of diversified heterogeneous
components arising from different ontological orders such as human and microbe, become
possible through the concept of the immune system. Typically discussed within the
constraints of laboratory, or in the clinic, immunity is a fundamentally socio-political
concept. Emily Martin’s ethnography of immune systems elicits imageries underpinning
forms social organisation (Martin, 1990) and Donna Haraway’s view of immunology as “a
plan for meaningful action to construct and maintain the boundaries for what may count as
self and other in the crucial realm of the normal and the pathological” (Haraway, 1991,
p203) make visible the complexities of scale, concepts, laws and metaphors of the social
world of everyday life in relation to our entanglements with the more-than-human realm,
for the development of design protocols. While Myra Hird draws on the microntologies of
microbes as templates for organising communities (2009), and Stefanie Fischel examines
international relations through a microbial lens (Fischel, 2017), biofilms themselves possess an innate
capacity to self-police (Ieropoulos, Pasternak and Greenman, 2017) providing a direct site for
transactions between sociopolitical agendas and microbial systems. Placed within the urban context
at the interface with effluents, environments and vagrant agents, a group of emerging technologies
known as bioelectrical systems (BES) are capable of activating this multi-actor environment to
become a parliament of things (Latour, 1993), where participants can “speak” on their own terms.3
Ultimately comprising an adaptive system that works towards the overall enlivening of living

spaces, such an immunological apparatus enables the first steps towards achieving a culture
of life through design to be taken.
IM-CITY takes a first step towards the design for an actualisable framework that proposes to
defend the health of citizens via an implementable urban immune system, which combines
the actions of smart city infrastructure and BioElectrical Systems (BES) through principles
centred on an immunological model called Danger Theory (DT) (Matzinger, 2002).
Recognised as a feminist model of the immune system, DT has important epistemological
value in changing narratives about the health of urban environments from being at war with
“foreign invaders” (Weasel, 2001, p29) (the antigens) to establishing an alternative value
system based on the contributions of citizens (of all species) via an agentised view of mutual
care and exchange (economy). Taking a prophylactic approach to the health of citizens, IMCITY deploys a range of mitigating cascades coordinated through established “smart” urban
infrastructures and is activated according to the early detection of environmental “harm”
that comprises a range of—pollutants, physical changes, noxious agents, microbes—
exacerbated by urbanisation itself. Linked to emerging new areas of science such as the
Urban Microbiome and the Microbiome of the Built Environment the design of this
infrastructure is set to shape our understanding of the environmental health of the built
environment where groups of symbiotically interacting microbial populations form
interacting and interdependent networks that are constantly “reading” the biochemical
The concept of the parliament of things implies a ‘postlinguistic turn,’ where ‘things’ can ‘speak in their own name,’
without others claiming knowledge of the ‘thing’ in itself.

3
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character of their surroundings and in response, carry out restorative actions amplified
through BES such as: bioremediation; regulation of microbial distribution/diversity, including
the removal of pathogens from wastewater streams (Ieropoulos, Pasternak & Greenman,
2017); and improved (circular) resource utilisation. This makes a whole new platform for
sustainable urbanism available by directly harnessing natural principles. Since BES are
“living” technologies that also produce bioelectricity, they are self-powering and, like ALICE
and Living Architecture, couple together “smart” digital systems with organic approaches
(Armstrong and Hughes, 2021) to catalyse the next-generation of an organically-based
Internet of Things (IoT). This “living” network of physical agents is rich in environmentally
embedded sensors and coordinating software (where microbes play an integral sensorprocessing-effector role, or “environmental intelligence”) that connect and exchange data
with other devices, or agents, over the Internet.4 Forming the actuation basis for
environmental remediation, energy production, and resource circularity, IM-CITY’s nextgeneration “sustainable” and “smart” urban platforms are sensitive to both natural and
anthropogenic disturbances. These cyborgian networks, and the ecosystems services they
provide, can adapt according to their context, and by policing the relationships and
exchanges between participating actors, effective become an immune system for the urban
landscape. As an active negotiation between heterogenous agents, IM-CITY embodies a
parliament of things that works towards the overall environmental enlivening that is
characteristic of microbes, establishing a platform capable of embodying the characteristics
for a culture of life.

7. Towards a culture of life
An appropriate microbial ethics is needed to establish the values underpinning our
collaboration with other “living” entities to achieve the overall environmental enlivening
proposed as the consequence of (technologically) improved microbial/human relations.
While a comprehensive microbial ethics is beyond the scope of the present paper, some
preliminary, implementable principles capable of establishing a culture of life are observed.
The first step towards establishing a microbial ethics is to recognise their omnipresence,
their agency, and their importance in establishing the foundations of the biosphere. The
metabolic contributions of microbes in transforming the planet from a hostile to a lifesupporting system is unequivocally proven and essential for actualising our own ambitions
to turn around the impacts of human inhabitation to that we make a net positive
contribution towards planetary enlivening. Decentring the human from sole authorship of
biodesign practice requires a more inclusive and distributed approach to design practice as
the biodesigner becomes part of an expanded community of multi-species participants,
radically altering how biodesign is imagined, executed, and sustained. By changing the status
of the co-designed entity, and the status of the author/designer the capacities of innovation,
The net effect of this combined computer and microbial network is operationally analogous to the wood wide web of
forests (Simard, 1997)
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and design also change in ways that work in synergy with microbial principles that are
predisposed towards promoting the overall (metabolic) enlivening of the world and its
capacity to support life—i.e. the antithesis of the Anthropocene.
In the Living Architecture project, the conscious design of spaces for microbes was explored,
to develop sites that would not only meet their needs, enabling us to care for them, and so
flourish but to also consider the types of information that could be accessed within these
environments, so microbes could be observed and engaged. Through making spaces for
microbes it was important to consider how we are not imposing expectations on
communities but establish transactional dialogues with them, which is an extraordinarily
challenging feat. While most microbes are entirely harmless, they are also opportunists and
must be handled with care and attention so that the human designer does not become their
next growth medium. Since microbes mostly5 exist beyond the perceptual realm of our
natural senses the development of an implementable ethical relationship requires a highly
technologically mediated context, with meaningful (detectable) indicators of success. From
the Living Architecture platform the production of electrons was recognised as the most
versatile medium through which to interrogate the characteristics of microbial exchange.
Even at the low powers produced by biological systems, the electron currency produced by
electroactive microbes was capable of transitioning between the organic/electronic domains
providing life-sustaining nutrients for microbes, power for the electronic system and data for
the artificial intelligence. In attempting to design a choreography within
human/digital/microbial systems, the material principles for meaningful exchange
establishes a kind of jurisprudence, where negative interventions—such as reducing the
availability of feedstock to regulate the production of specific molecules, or the use of the
microbial fuel cell to remove pathogenic strains from nutrient feeds (Ieropoulos, Pasternak
& Greenman, 2017)—are justified according to the principles of co-habitation and where the
overall likelihood of beneficial transactions is increased and can be sustained—potentially
indefinitely. The entanglement of microbial and digital spaces provided an intelligible access
point for establishing “dialogues” with microbes through which more complex forms of
interaction, transactions and economies could be established, maintained, and developed.
The basis for establishing sustained, formal transactions was explored in the ALICE prototype
with the possibility of more complex kinds of communication with microbes yet to come.
Indeed, Bonnie Bassler has established that microbial languages are sophisticated with their
own grammar and capacity to operate across different species (Miller and Bassler, 2001),
which will form the basis for “linguistic” studies in microbial systems for future projects.
The principles of these future systems were explored in IM-CITY through the concept of the
immune system, which builds on the potential exchanges at the microbial/digital/human
interface to invites conversation with concepts of the ‘smart’ city to establish an organicallyinformed platform that potentially can facilitate socialisation of multiple actors at different
Recently, a microbe has been discovered that is visible with the naked eye and is around the size of a house fly (Volland et
al., 2022)
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scales using microbial intelligence and metabolic sources of energy rather than fossil fuels.
The incorporation of microbial interfaces within the ‘smart’ city as hubs of regulation for
urban environmental events has the potential to activate the parliament of things as an
adaptive system that establishes a forum for all kinds of environmental actors to
authentically express themselves and collaborate through these mediated systems towards
mutual overall enlivening—ultimately achieving a culture of life
For the designer, a microbial ethics invites their engagement in a ‘worlding’6 process that is
facilitated through new materials, approaches, platforms, and practices through a designed
symbiosis with microbes—the most powerful world-making agents we know. Constituting a
new platform and attitude for experimentation in biodesign, such worlding experiments
(Hughes and Armstrong, 2021) are fundamentally integrative, supporting multiple forms of
knowing, which are not exclusively human and actively re-engage with the material realm.
Critically exploring the (re)enlivening of matter, biodesign practices produce material
artefacts, enlivening processes, forms of non-human intelligence and epistemic instruments
that capable of producing present and future knowledge for the production of different
“worlds.” The microbial realm provides a challenging but implementable platform for
addressing common challenges and establishing conventions for living and design practice to
enliven our habitats. With generosity, kindness and persistence, design will become the
practice of building shared interest, multi-species communities that activate different kinds
of microeconomics and enact complex decisions that result in the mutual enlivening
between humans and living entities. Providing a deliberate move away from technofixes,
solutions, recipes, and commodity, not everything that arises from these explorations is
useful. Rather than providing specific answers to particular challenges, worlding experiments
generate ecological myths, investigative narratives, and avatars for (re)making our worlds.
Their ethically concerned principles establish healthy, reciprocal relations between all
agentised bodies by empowering, enchanting, entangling, complexifying and (re)enlivening
our proximate surroundings in materialised ways through interconnected acts of design at
multiple scales. Invoking different models of authorship and accreditation, emerging new
symbiotic relations that are capable of recognising the contributions of multiple agencies
may establish different kinds of political order for terran life that seek collective enlivening,
by encouraging a humbler, kinder and horizontally empowered strategy for strengthening
connections between agents. Replacing the command-and-control logic of a mechanistic
worldview, transgressive material forces release the potency of the microbial realm,
expanding those terrains, connections, transactions, modes of order and agents that make
up the living world. Diversifying, rather than erasing, our (geo)histories and established
modes of knowledge-making, the biodesigner is enriched by a plethora of knowledge
practices that can be enfolded into these worlded spaces by thinking along with and through
the principles of “life” – which ultimately manifest the broader culture of life.
First popularised by Heidegger in Being and Time (Heidegger, 1978), who turned the noun (world) into the active verb
(worlding), and so proposed an ongoing, generative process of world-making, worlding defies formal definitions of
objectness as it is also always unmaking, renewing and constantly revealing different aspects of its being.
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This transition towards a culture of life is no quick fix, but an investment made across
generations that upholds values shared between kith and kin. Steadily, and not without
difficulties, fundamental change will occur, presenting new paradoxes and challenges that
through cultural, scientific, and social investments, will consolidate the co-constitutive
actions of increasingly connected interest communities to establish a New Babel, where
hotly negotiated differences are a strength of our living together and do not drive us apart.
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